Inside Room 4.1.3

A professor of mine who advised me that I was unemployable suggested that I meet Vladimir Sitta, an immigrant from Czechoslovakia who washed up in Sydney in 1981. Sitta is now co-director of Room 4.1.3, and
the same professor subsequently employed me in 1994 to help him construct a new landscape architecture
program in the Faculty of Architecture, Landscape, and Visual Arts at the University of Western Australia
from where I now pen this introduction. When we met, Vladimir and I did not discuss jobs, but we did
exchange drawings, some of which had helped him win the prestigious Lenne Preis, not once but twice, a
fact somewhat lost on Australian landscape architecture.
At the time of completing my studies I was more interested in painting than design, and I had organized my
life around it. Intellectually and financially unable to sustain this difficult romance, I found landscape architecture and urban design competitions to be an acceptable compromise of the ideal and the real, the private
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and the commercial. Design competitions are the arte povera of the periphery, offering exaltation and exotica.
By virtue of anonymity, competitions allow one to transcend rank.
From our position, competitions were the only chance of manufacturing a landscape of ideas, and even if we
lost expensively, we developed intellectual property and therefore won, honorably. As well as doing competitions (quite often with a modicum of success) in the mid-eighties, Vladimir and I connected up with a
businessman-guru-creative director who flew into Sydney to redesign the city and tether the gossamer of his
global web at that end of the Pacific rim.
His company, Creative Design and Technology (CDT), not only recognized Sydney’s global potential, but
he had personally visited the future and reported back that it was a theme park. He and his elaborate entourage of producers, writers, animators, and model makers invented their own projects and traded ideas and
drawings for yen. Although troubled by a themed future, we saw an opportunity for our own interests and
fulfilled our bizarre brief to imagineer fantastic and unlikely structures, sometimes drawing new cities in
a matter of days. In many places around the world, from Coney Island to unmapped terrain in Kalimantan,
Borneo, sometimes with clients and sometimes without, we invented mega projects and new societies to sustain them. Much of this work was so “fantastic” that it is inappropriate to this volume, although one project
for Singapore is included.
Exhausted by the cyclic unemployment and capriciousness of the global market that made CDT’s projects
impossible, we headed off in different directions in 1990. A builder and a sculptor, Vladimir wanted to
return to the fine art and craft of the garden, an acclaimed practice that he maintains, in addition to Room
4.1.3, to this day. Alternatively, I wanted a practice that would face up to cultural studies and test theory’s
mounting pretenses. I wanted a landscape architecture that would emerge from grittier soil, and at the time
this meant one had to be right where the Wall suddenly was not–Berlin 1990.
Captivated by No-Man’s-Land, that extraordinary fault line through the twentieth century, I set myself the
task of completing a set of drawings concerning ideas for its future. In order to do so, at the behest of the
staff at the offices of the great magazine Daidalos, I began collaborating with the reputable local landscape
design firm Müller Knippschild Wehberg (MKW) on local competitions. With Jan Wehberg and Cornelia
Müller (now trading as Lutzow 7), I enjoyed a range of ideas competitions, adamant about an anti-aesthetic
and programmatic invention which, fortunately, a German audience appreciated. Jan and Cornelia also introduced me to Daniel Libeskind, whose influence endures.
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In the early 1990s Berlin seemed remarkably open to speculation, but as its new city center emerged from
the sublime dereliction of the Potsdamer Platz, the twenty-first century looked, in plan at least, not very
different from the nineteenth. Consequently, Berlin became predictable, and I accepted an offer to construct
a new design course in Perth, the world’s most isolated city and a place I had never been. Being back in Australia’s deep time allowed me the space in which to focus on a range of nationally symbolic projects on offer
as the mirage of Australia’s centenary of Federation (1900-2000) shimmered on the horizon. With Vladimir
in Sydney and myself in Perth, we established Room 4.1.3 as a virtual office so as to span the three thousand
kilometers of desert in between and in so doing formalized a fifteen-year friendship securely based on a
mutual disdain for landscape architecture’s innocuous complicity in society’s glib postmodern prospectus.
Among many projects, in 1997 we won the National Museum of Australia with Australia’s most inventive
architects, Ashton Raggatt McDougall. The museum has triggered considerable international debate, and we
are pleased to have ensured that the museum’s landscape architecture is a complex exegesis on both Australian conditions and the artifice of landscape design. We took the opportunity in this book to contextualize
that project’s high profile and glaring surfaces within our larger body of diverse work. Now, anchored in the
University of Western Australia at one end and inner-city Sydney at the other, Room 4.1.3 divides its daily
labors among project management, documentation, education, and research. Taken together this amounts to
a real and an ideal effort to think and build critical landscape architecture.
Motivated by a lack of imagination in the form and content of contemporary cities, the projects in this book
claim to be allegorical topographies that retain their political and poetic integrity. To invoke such integrity
through the agency of landscape design implies that this is a practice of resistance. Not only is this politically
incorrect, reeking of a sulking Marxism, but it is also far too heroic. The work does, however, concern a
quest for alternative spaces and places of intensity, places where meanings cluster and reconfigure, where
new myths might entwine and take root. If this proceeds by negation, then it is only to make space for optimistic alternatives. In order to open up to alternatives we have utilized and sustained a play of signification,
not as a style but rather as a quest for lucid moments in the white noise miasma of the contemporary city.
If not sites of resistance, then certainly these projects are motivated by a romantic disposition. None of the
work, however, claims to express intuitive truth or falls prey to vainglorious old quests for access to nature
as “other” through art. Similarly, if not sites of resistance, the projects are the sites of our genuine efforts
to avoid the decorative subservience and complicity of mainstream practice and make something significant
in its absence. We are, however, motivated not so much by a disdain for orthodoxy as by a passion for the
discipline. Whether mainstream practice can retrieve much from this work is not a question we have worried
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over, and no doubt some will dismiss this work as the frustrated ranting of a belated avant-garde and assign it
to the coast of arcane symbology.
This collection of work is more than just a gathering of curious flotsam and jetsam; this body of work takes
shape by trying to avoid dissolution into landscape architecture’s doldrums or evaporation into its broad
dusty plains. By the same token, in refusing a consistent methodology and remaining open to every project
initially on its terms, we try to avoid entrapment in our own oases. Rather than allow landscape architecture’s postmodern identity crisis to lead us into a debilitating schizophrenia, we have tried to make a virtue
of landscape architecture’s (almost impossible) breadth.
Typically, the thinking landscape architect is fostered out to cultural studies, art, and architecture–makes a
go of it, suffers paranoia, then attempts a return. It is the return that matters, and it is this that is traced in
this volume. Of course, some paths in this body of work lead nowhere, so to map them here is not only to
save other explorers some time but also to illustrate fulsomely the nature of the labyrinth in which postmodern landscape architecture finds itself.
This book assumes its place as part of a more general development by which landscape architecture is emerging from academic isolation, intellectual slothfulness, socioecological Calvinism, and aesthetic naiveté,
which prevailed in the early 1970s and 1980s when Vladimir Sitta and I were educated. Most notably this
emergence sees the gaps between theory/praxis and design/planning closing down. Theory and praxis conduct a complex dance, and to separate them for long is perilous, a point that partially explains landscape
architecture’s relative dearth of critical writing and designing.
Although this might be once again a time for unambiguous manifestos, this book’s diversity of words and
images does not move toward a singular thesis for contemporary landscape architecture. Rather than being
seen as merely a pluralistic catalogue, our hope is that the book sets up refractions through theory and practice, making it possible for the reader to find ways in which theory circumscribes design’s conceits and how
praxis, by sheer invention and proposition, leaps across theory’s tendency toward ponderous, circuitous neatness.
Certainly much humble, dogged work is being done in landscape architecture to rehabilitate, revegetate,
and reconcile, but our work is more about the direct contestation and perpetuation of meanings in the city.
Meaning is the immaterial infrastructure of the city and its society, its superstructure. Accordingly, these
projects are crafted as interventions in the symbolic order of things as much as they are intended for the quotidian landscape. As opposed to apologia for development, didactic incantations of the loss of a sense of place,
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or phony re-creations of the prelapsarian, our work chips away at the contemporary edifices of Culture and
Nature and seeks interconnection with broader postmodern cultural concerns.
Since meanings are at stake in our work, language dominates a project’s development. Projects emerge from
information overload, editing, wordplays, associations, and the rigors of writing. Projects are pushed to the
threshold where meaning effaces itself and left to teeter, a precipice of maximum hermeneutic valency. We
do worry that such acrobatics are contained to the garden theater, yet it is in that marvelous domain that the
panoply of landscape architecture’s representational potential can be brought into play.
Just as you do not expect theater to do social work but you rightly expect it to be about society, our work is
largely about socioecological drama. We are not interested in landscape’s lullabies or comforting an audience
over its losses, although we would utilize nostalgia, sentiment, kitsch, and Arcadia as soon they were seen
fit to perform in larger rhetorical productions. We aim to produce volatile, interactive sets, and open-ended
yet structured scripts, what Baudelaire might have meant when in 1859 he urged the formation of useful illusions, not naturalism, in set design.
Not only is the work theatrical, but quite obviously it would not be as it is had we not so sharply felt the
influence of environmental art practices. These practices embarrassed landscape architecture into aesthetic
experimentation and in turn encouraged reflection on landscape’s representational traditions. Landscape
architecture is now somewhat superficially reconnected with its muses, but there remains much in twentiethcentury art which it needs to work through so that it might better arrive at a truly relevant contemporary
way of seeing–an ecological vision, perhaps.
James Corner’s writings in the early 1990s on hermeneutics, ecology, and representation have resonated
through our drawings, and now, as a collection, the work can be taken as one answer to his recent call for
more design experimentation, more sophisticated forms of representation, and greater critical foresight and
cultural knowledge in landscape architecture. But, if we are to read Corner’s recent writing seriously, we
encounter discrepancies between his words and our designs. That is, our projects often trade exclusively in
rarefied sites, places he pejoratively names “semantic reserves.” In short, Corner’s use of the pejorative is
designed to turn landscape architecture away from its paltry postmodern spate of symbolizing culture and
nature and direct it onto more substantive and efficacious modes of production. Through arguments that
privilege landschaft (working place), not landskip (contrived scene), Corner now turns into the harsh light and
away from the grotto wall to face the real, not its representation.
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In the broader course of postmodern landscape architecture’s direction, Corner is, in principle, right.
Although we could not be accused of creating facile scenery, our practice has allowed itself to retreat into
ivory towers, bunkers, gardens, and the semiotic alleys of the city–places somewhat removed from the
instrumentalities Corner now urges landscape architecture to take creative control of. Perhaps, then, this
book demonstrates the failings as well as the fruits of an indulgence in “semantic reserves” and recognizes
that work such as ours is part of postmodern landscape architecture’s aesthetic rite of passage, a passage that,
if one were to follow Corner, might lead us beyond the garden fence.
But surely the profligacy of meanings and promiscuity of form evident in our work need not be diametrically
opposed to instrumentality. At best, some of our projects set coordinates toward what we would call an
art of instrumentality, precisely because landscape is a field in which such stereotypical dualisms as art and
science, culture and nature, design and planning can commingle and blur. An art of landscape architecture
would need to be about the world and its socioecological dramas, but it would also need to be, as John Dixon
Hunt insists, about landscape architecture, which is, in turn, largely about the intellectual and formal laboratory of the garden and its history. But Hunt is not only speaking of gardens as isolated and rarefied “semantic
reserves” (although by definition this remains their particular strength); rather, they also contain clues for
the meaning and making of whole places, suggesting again, by a different route, that landscape architecture is
at best an art of instrumentality.
Admittedly closer to art than instrumentality or amenity, we do nonetheless attempt to provide inspirational
public infrastructure through the agency of design. Mainly in the absence of tight-fisted clients and often
under the aegis of open-ended competition briefs, we have, insofar as possible, attempted to turn away from
images toward strategies of programmatic invention and novel interventions. Not to be confused with local
practices of empowering communities to make their own neighborhoods, our practice remains one of authorial assertion and intervention for which we make no apologies.
To varying degrees, interventions are crafted as catalysts for people to then self-organize and colonize the
actual and symbolic contours of public space. In that regard, the work is not unaware of its naiveté in regard
to the instrumentalities of democratic urban place-making, and much can be lost in trying to translate conceptual and idealistic design into forms and things that could partake of the brazen contradictions of public
space on the occasion of its extinction. In every instance, however, we have produced these projects with the
intention and proviso that they be built. This work is not a detached conceptual project, even though some of
the graphics are more concerned with tracing ideation than conventions.
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Each project is intimately of its site. However, “site” is now a stretched and ambiguous device of orientation.
Sites are local and global, particular and general, fact and fiction. With the partiality of knowledge as a rule,
our work makes no claim to the essence, or even an accurate tapping of a site’s particular heart, soul, and
memory. Each project does, however, arise more than less from the specific locale in which it takes place,
but any “place” is, for us, as much cultural ether as biophysical matter. Locked into both, we then send out
tendrils, rhizomatically connecting with larger sociopolitical, ecological, and representational possibilities.
The work is then about relationality, and each project is a crystallization within a web. This is not to say that
the projects do not seek more profound orientation than that of surface networks. On the contrary, we have
been preoccupied with the tensions between place and placelessness.
The work we do can also be situated as something in between architecture, art, and landscape design, since
it combines aspects of these disciplines in an effort to overcome their stricter predeterminations and representational limits. This confluence could be signified by the twentieth-century term field as opposed to the
eighteenth-century term landscape. The inclusive conception of landscape as field can be understood as interdisciplinary and ecological, merging binary distinctions between landscape and object, within the general
milieu of the denatured and the cyborgian.
Many of the projects confront the increasingly common challenge of what to do with denatured, postindustrial, postdialectical spaces. Landscape architecture is often mocked for its specious and ultimately
contradictory and impossible romance with unmediated Nature. Indeed landscape architects have failed to
apprehend the (delightful) conceit of naturalism as only one of many aesthetic possibilities; they have failed
to acknowledge that naturalism is, in fact, a manufactured contrivance. Compounding the problem, such
naturalism is often presented with the vague notion that nature and culture will reach some kind of harmony,
an unbelievable, all-too-easy, static synthesis that does more to reiterate a fallacious nature/culture divide
than to reimagine it. Focusing more on biophysical systems than cultural systems, landscape architecture has
had a different twentieth century than the arts. Landscape architecture, somewhat zealously, met the late
twentieth century with what it thought to be the true language of nature. But the true language of nature is
something of an oxymoron, for we always put words in its mouth.
Here, then, is our alphabet.
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